
Falcon F16 Build Kit. 
Instructions. 

 
1. Requirements 
 a Build Kit. 
 

 
 
Also required (not included in kit): 
 
Falcon F16 Controller. 
Pigtails (to match your pixels). 
Meanwell RSP-320 Power supplies (voltage to match your pixels). 
Plastic glue 
Medium crosshead screwdriver. 
Small flathead screwdrivers 
Small scissors (to cut ties holding boards, PG9 Gland and Pigtail labels) 
Heat Gun (or similar, to shrink labels) 
 
 

  



Building the kit. 

 
 
1. Remove contents of kit from the box and place to one side. Unscrew & 
remove mounting plates B & C from the box. Place empty box to the side. (keep 
the two screws, they will be required later) 

2.  Cut the two cable ties holding the two mounting plates and place the top 
plate (labelled F16 Build Kit!) to the side. 
 
3.  From the Chassis Fittings pack, fit 4 x 60mm (or 100mm) coach bolts H 
into square holes marked M5x100 on the board (pointing upwards), then add 
washer I to each bolt and secure with nut J using spanner provided M. 
 

  

(If using 4 PSU’s, stack them now, before mounting to chassis panel.) 

  



4. Fit the Meanwell PSU(s) to the base plate B using 4 x M4 8mm bolts L per 
PSU ensuring electrical connections are nearest the front. 
 

 

5.  Add M5 nut J to each coach bolt until approx. 15mm thread is showing 
above it.  Add washer I above. 
 

 
 



6.  Place chassis plate to one side, making sure the top washers remain in 
place. 
 

7.   Place top plate C on a level surface and put M4 spacers P (from Falcon 
Fixing Pack) above the 4 holes marked M4x16. Ensure the correct hole is 
selected top right for v3 or v4 board as appropriate. 
 

 

  



8.  Carefully place your F16 board on to the spacers, taking care not to move 
them 

 

9.  Add a Nylon washer O to an M4x16mm Bolt N and then insert into 
mounting hole on F16 board. (4x) it should go through the F16 board, the standoff 
and the top plate. 
 

 

  



10.  Carefully lift the top plate and the M16 bolts will drop into place. Now add 
nuts Q to the bottom of each M4x16mm bolt N and secure using Spanner R. Do 
not overtighten. 
 

 
 
11.  Place completed top plate to one side. 

12.  Fix PG7 Glands T to enclosure A.  Note that the PG7 nuts should be fitted 
so that the 3 dots on the back of the nut should be facing into the box giving us 
the maximum thread available. 
 

 



13.  Apply glue to inside of thread, preventing glands coming undone. 
 

 

14.  Install base plate into enclosure and secure using 6 x No.10 ½” screws G 
(4 from chassis pack, 2 were installed for shipping). 
 

 

  



15.   Connect LV Power cables to PSU’s. 
      For 12v, 1 x Red (Positive +) 1 x Black (Negative or Ground -) per PSU. 
    For 5v, 2 x Red (Positive +) 2 x Black (Negative or Ground -) per PSU. 
   ( 12v Shown ). 
 

 
 
16.   Remove PG9 Nut from the HV cable assembly and insert HV cable 
assembly into enclosure via red ‘Power’ hole, refitting PG9 nut with 3 dots facing 
PSU’s. 
 

17.  Connect blue spade connectors to right hand PSU, then red to left PSU. 
  Yellow/Green = Earth. Blue = Neutral (N).  Brown = Live (L). 

 



18. Apply glue to PG9 Nut as per PG7’s (13). 

19.  Install RJ45 Passthroughs from inside the enclosure, adding dust cover tail 
before securing with nut. 

 

20.  Test fit top plate assembly C onto the top of coach bolts H and ensure it 
is level and firm. If it wobbles adjust the nuts as required.  The top plate should 
sit approx. 10mm above the top of the PSU’s. 

21.  Add remaining washers I and Wing nuts K to secure the top plate. 

 

  



22.  Connect LV Power cables F to F16, taking care to not the correct polarity 
(GND on the outside). If they don’t fit at first try, rotate 90 degrees and try again. 
Be sure to confirm the voltage switch on the F16 is set to the correct voltage and 
power input is set to V2.  

 
 
23. Connect Ethernet / DMX Cables.   If using DMX, RCVR1 is the port most 
used on an F16. 

 

 

  



24.  Cut and apply heat shrink labels to your pigtails & connect to F16 via PG7 
gland as required. 
 Note that the Phoenix connectors on the F16’s work best with bare wires 
(not tinned). 

 

 

All done! 
 

 

 
Have fun, enjoy and I hope you have a great show! 
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